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Sarkar, Jadhunath—Two Historical Letters of the Court
Asaf Jah I. IsO. XV, pp. 341-348.	[979
Gives test and translation of two letters written by Asaf Jah I:
(I) To Swai Jai Singh II, of Jaipur, and (2) To Abtm Nabi Khan.
The first is regarding ."the Maratha raids in Gujarat and Malwa,
in which he informs Jai Singh the part he played in the attempt to
punish Sahu for his depredations, with the aid of Sambhaji of -
Kolhapur. The second letter is regarding the siege of Baroda by
Bajirao, and how he surprised the Maratha army and made it fly in
disorder.
Sen, Surendra Nath—Early Career of Ranhoji Angria and
Other' Papers. 8M"x 5V£", PP- xi + 225. University of
Calcutta, 1941.	[980
"This volume contains 19 valuable papers based on unpublished
sources not easily accessible to the average reader. These papers
were wrtten at different times during the last ten years and published
in various journals. Of these, 8 pages deal with various topics con-
nected with the history of the Marathas, on which the author is a
recognised authority. He gives us many interesting details about the
Maratha Navy collected from Portuguese and Dutch sources. In his
note on the Annexation of Jawli, he gives a new interpretation of
that rather notorious event in Shivaji's career. In the Portuguese
account of Haidar Ali he furnished us with interesting details about
the early career of the famous Mysore chief. Five papers are devoted
to the history  of   Bengal	The   volume   concludes   with   two  ably
written papers on some problems of mediaeval and modern history "•
A. C. Banerjee, IHQ. XVII, pp. 401-402.
See also Reviews: P. K. Gode in NIA. IV, pp. 123-124. C. S. S. in
J1H. XX, pp. 223-225.
Shejwalkar, T. S.—Is the  Ajna-patra of Ramachandrapant
Araatya Spurious?   In No. 1434, pp. 447-455.	[981
Sir Jadhunath Sarkar has pronounced the Ajna-patra of Ramachandra-
pant as " not a genuine document'by a contemporary of Shivaji ". The
writer here discusses the subject and proves that Ramachandra Amatya
was a contemporary of four successive sovereigns, Shivaji, Sambhaji,
Rajaram and his son Shivaji II. The genuineness of the Afna-patra is
proved by internal evidence.
—	 The Bengal Episode in Maratha  History.   BDCRL
II, Pts. 3-4, pp. 361-382.	[982
Tries to show that the Maratha invasion of Bengal was not so
rapacious in character as is generally regarded,

